
                                    Maths 
 

 

Our main focus at the start of term will be on 

multiplication and division strategies. We will learn to 

use formal written strategies to multiply and divide              

3-digit numbers by 1-digit numbers (solving calculations 

like 216 x 3 or 342 ÷ 6). We will then use these 

strategies to solve a variety of problems. Later in the 

term we will be returning to the topic of time, learning 

to read, write and calculate times using both analogue 

and digital clocks. We will also learn to convert between 

12-hour and 24-hour clocks. Throughout the term, we 

will also continue to practice and learn our tables facts, 

aiming to recall all our facts up to 12 x 12 in preparation 

for our tables check in June.  

Computing 
 

Building on what we’ve already learnt this year, we will 

continue to develop our programming skills, using the 

Scratch platform (and logical thinking). Using ready-

made ’blocks’ of code and if, or and forever loops we  

will create stories and simple games. 



Computing 
 

 You can have a go at coding in Scratch by heading 

to scratch.mit.edu or downloading the Scratch 

app. There are loads and loads of tutorials,         

ideas and examples of other people’s work                  

available on the Scratch site. 

                                    Maths 
 

So much of what we do in class depends on the recall of 

tables facts, so it would be brilliant if you could work on 

these at home. Focus on one table at a time and try: 
 

 Making-up rhymes to help remember number facts 

(“4 x 6 is 24, bears growl and lions roar!”)  
 

 Looking for numbers in that table in the world around 

you - on doors, car number plates, in phone numbers 

or when you’re out shopping.   
 

 Writing-out tables with finger paints, chalk or water-

on-tarmac, or make them from playdoh.  
 

 Chanting, singing, whispering...  Say tables out loud 

together whenever you have the chance. 


